, offered an important alternative to the usual genres of explanation criticized above. That is, against conventional historical explanations for European victories as the inevitable result of superior technology, and against apologetics that explained European success as resulting from their superior culture (including claims that link culture to science and weapons), 4 Crosby uncovered unexpected factors that played a crucial role in European conquests-"the biological advantages that the white imperialists enjoyed" including diseases, animals, and plants. Measure of Reality is, Crosby notes, his third book in his "lifelong search" to explain "the amazing success of European imperialism." Crosby here rejects his previous thesis as "biological determinis[m]"; he seeks to explain why "Europeans were incomparably successful at sending ships across oceans to predetermined destinations and at arriving at those destinations with superior weaponry-with, for instance, cannons superior to those of the Ottomans and the Chinese." 5 His answer is quantification. 6 "Westerners' advantage, I believe, lay at first not in their science and technology, but in their utilization of habits of thought that would in time enable them to advance swiftly in science and technology and, in the meantime, gave them decisively important administrative, commercial, navigational, industrial, and military skills. The initial European advantage lay in what French historians have called mentalité." He argues there was a shift from a qualitative mentalité he terms the "Venerable Model" to a "New Model" of reality-a "devotion to breaking down things and energies and practices and perceptions into uniform parts and counting them," which he terms "quantification." 7 Crosby pinpoints this crucial shift between 1275 and 1325, when "someone built Europe's first mechanical clock and cannon, devices that obliged Europeans to think in terms of quantified time and space," along with "Portolano marine charts, perspective painting, and double-entry bookkeeping" from approximately the same period. Crosby has thus located, he contends, the revolution that fundamentally transformed Europe: "There was nothing quite like this half century [1275 to 1325] again until the turn of the twentieth century, when radio, radioactivity, Einstein, Picasso, and Schönberg swept Europe into a similar revolution." The result: in comparison with other cultures, Europeans "were thinking of reality in quantitative terms with greater consistency than any other members of their species." 8 What historical evidence does Crosby offer for this thesis? The first problem is his claim about quantification in the West: he never really offers rigorous criteria for determining what is to count as quantification. His examples include a very broad sampling from commercialization, calendars, clocks, and maps to perspectival painting and even musical notation. 9 However plausible his claim of the increasing applications of measurement might at first seem, Crosby's examples add little to a historical analysis of the specific time and location of these applications, their extent, and their rate of change over time. The examples he presents, then, provide very little basis to justify his claim of the marked "shift" that occurred in the late thirteenth century (rather than in, for example, the eighteenth century), and even less of a basis for any comparison with other civilizations. 10 Quantification-its extent, location, dates, and purported shifts-remains unquantified.
Crosby's link between quantification in general and the specific technical developments in weapons and navigation is equally weak. In the chapter on mathematics, after briefly mentioning Leonardo Fibonacci, the thirteenth-century Italian mathematician, the majority of the chapter describes the change from Roman numerals to Arabic (along with the asserted decline of number mysticism); he offers little analysis of important developments in mathematics during the period. The same is true of his discussion of music and astronomy. Without technical analyses, it remains impossible to understand the emergence of the techniques in navigation and weaponry that Crosby seeks to explain. 11 An even more serious problem is that, although his overall thesis purports to be fundamentally comparative, Crosby presents hardly any analysis of non-Western civilizations. For example, his few scattered remarks on China range from hackneyed stereotypes (the "Chinese had forgotten the giant clocks of the Song Dynasty, and their calendar was defective and stayed that way until the Jesuits helped them fix it") to statements that are unintelligible ("the theoretical and practical eventually diverged") or simply false ("unlike the societies of the East the West was hungry to learn by staring at standardized marks on paper"). 12 Crosby offers very little analysis of Chinese astronomy, mathematics, printing, or music, to name a few. Yet secondary scholarship-in English-on these topics is both easily accessible and well known. For example, many of these subjects constitute an entire volume in Joseph Needham's Science and Civilisation in China. Crosby does not mention even the two volumes on military technology. 13 A considerable body of more recent research is also easily available. 14 Instead, in his passing references to China, Crosby chooses to cite purportedly comparative studies that present grand claims about the development of science without ever bothering to examine science. 15 Other civilizations fare even worse than China, meriting only passing mention. Crosby's failure to incorporate easily available secondary sources on non-Western civilizations makes it impossible to take any of his comparative claims seriously.
The problem here for Crosby's thesis is that from these secondary sources one could easily write a similar history of quantification, measurement, and standardization in China, drawing examples from commercialization, census, taxation, land measurement, medicine, mathematics, astronomy, and even music. To offer but one example, in the search to refine court music, one scholar in the late sixteenth century discovered the equal tempered scale and calculated the twelfth roots of two to twenty-five decimal places. The Chinese were quantifying, but doing less technical work on cannons or navigation. Quantification, then, did not itself lead to advances in weapons. The apparent lack of quantification in other civilizations-the centerpiece of Crosby's argument against which the accomplishments of the Europeans chronicled in his book appear so impressive-is just the result of his own failure to cite readily available examples from secondary historical studies.
The lack of historical evidence for Crosby's claims is covered over by his shift from the empirical to a series of claims about thought, science, and their relationship to civilizations; these claims constitute the weakest part of this book. Again, the first problem is the lack of any critical analysis of many of the key terms within which Crosby frames his central thesis-terms such as "reality," "Old Model," "New Model," "science," and mentalité. He parenthetically defines reality as "everything material within time and space, plus those two dimensions per se." The Old Model "perceived reality as an uneven, heterogeneous sort of thing." The New Model "was simply this: reduce what you are trying to think about to the minimum required by its definition; visualize it ... divide it ... into equal quanta. Then you can measure it, that is, count the quanta." "Science (and a great deal else characteristic of modern societies) can be defined as the product of the application of mathematics, with its Platonic precision, to Aristotle's crude realities." 16 He offers for these simplistic caricatures neither references nor further explanations, neither historical evidence from the period nor any analysis from modern scholarship. 17 To tie these together, Crosby turns to the notion of mentalité; his remark, "assuming eras do have zeitgeists," alerts the reader that there will be no critical discussion of the reasons that this concept has proven so unsatisfactory. 18 This then provides the framework for rhapsodic pronouncements about shifts in the Western perception of reality. To this mix, Crosby adds "visualization." Ultimately, in place of historical explanation, Crosby can do no better than offer the analogy "striking the match" (his title for Part 2 of his book) to explain its relationship to quantification.
Crosby's claim to have found the underlying cause of an asserted great shift in Western thought is, of course, not new. In fact, claims about radical shifts in Western thought were a central theme of the history of science in the first half of the twentieth century; precisely what that shift was and when it occurred was a central topic of debate. For Pierre Duhem, it was debates over Aristotle and the Arab philosopher Averroës in Paris in the fourteenth century; for Alexandre Koyré, it was the shift from the closed world of the ancients to the infinite universe of the moderns; for Thomas Kuhn, it was the change from a geocentric to a heliocentric model in astronomy; for A. C. Crombie, it was the experimental work of the thirteenth-century English natural philosopher Robert Grosseteste; and this is to name only a few of the most important theses from the history of science. 19 Crosby does not contextualize his own claim within this body of literature. More importantly, Crosby does not address the important conclusions of recent research in the history of science-the growing skepticism toward claims for great shifts, and in particular, the emerging consensus that there was no "scientific revolution." 20 Lacking rigorous criteria for what quantification is, a way to measure it, a causal connection between quantification and technical innovations in weapons and navigation, and lacking any comparative analysis, Crosby's thesis about Western quantification clearly does not begin with empirical evidence and proceed toward historical explanation. Instead, it begins with the Great Explanandum: What differentiates the West from the rest? What makes the West unique? This thesis of the uniqueness of "the West" (setting aside momentarily the problem of what the West might be) requires some preliminary clarification. For it might seem at first to have a simple enough answer: only in the West does one find Plato, Shakespeare, and Galileo; only in the West does one find Euclidean geometry, Aristotelian logic, and Copernican astronomy. Yet in no civilization other than China can one find Confucius, Mozi, and Zhu Zaiyu; only in China can one find the iron and steel production of Kaifeng, celestial-origin algebras, and the voyages of Zheng He. The question, then, cannot be what makes the West unique but rather what makes the West unique-if all civilizations are to be in some sense unique, some are more unique than others.
The variant of European uniqueness that Crosby initially sets out to explain is "the amazing success of European imperialism. Europeans were not the cruelest and not the kindest imperialists, not the earliest and not the latest. They were unique in the degree of their success. They may retain that distinction forever." This success is unique because "Cyrus the Great, Alexander the Great, Genghis Khan, and Huayna Capac were great conquerors, but they were all confined to no more than one continent and at best a wedge of a second. They were homebodies compared with Queen Victoria." 21 Here, then, is what makes the West unique: instead of a single empire dominating a single continent, several empires (all combined in this accounting under the rubric "the West") dominated several continents. Elsewhere, Crosby offers other claims about what made the West unique: it chose "to perceive as much of reality as possible visually and all at once"; it was able "to bring mathematics and measurement together and to hold them to the task of making sense of a sensorially perceivable reality"; it was "uniquely prepared to survive and even to profit from such an avalanche of [social] change"; it was "unique in its enthusiasm for clocks"; it was "advancing faster than any other large society in its ability to harness and control its environment." 22 To this incongruous list, we must add, of course, quantification and the New Model of reality. Crosby's thesis thus only adds to an already extensive literature on Western uniqueness: a very short list includes language (alphabetic scripts, the copula), economics (capitalism, double-entry bookkeeping), religion (Puritan ethic, disenchantment), philosophy (natural law, causal thinking, perception of time and space, demonstrative logic), and politics (democracy). The search for the key features distinguishing the West from the Rest continues to this day. 23 Apparently-contrary to these assertions-there is no unique answer to what makes the West unique; given that the West is unique, almost any explanation will do. 24 The Great Explanandum begins with a credulity toward "the West" as a fundamental category of historical explanation. Recent work in cultural criticism has questioned nations as "imagined communities"; yet this same literature has too often failed to analyze the ways in which the West is imagined. The Measure of Reality itself provides one striking example: the West (which for Crosby begins in the Neolithic period, includes Greece and ultimately Europe) becomes reified and anthropomorphized (it "stumbled down," "invented," "fizzed and bucketed"; elsewhere we find "the West was making up its mind"). 25 Ultimately, the West becomes the fictional subject of a praise-and-blame civilizational hagiography, which narrates its trials, tribulations, and eventual triumph.
* * *
In introducing the New Model of reality that forms the central thesis of his book, Crosby offers the example of Niccolo Tartaglia's experiments with cannon balls: "He fired from a culverin two balls of equal weight with equal charges of powder, one at 30 and the other at 45 degrees of elevation. The first went 11,232 Veronese feet, the second 11,832." Crosby exclaims: "This is quantification. This is how we reach out for physical reality, push aside its darling curls, and take it by the nape of the neck." 26 The question is this: to explain Tartaglia's experiment, do we really require recourse to an abstraction termed "the West," endowed with a mentalité, shifting its perception of reality from the qualitative to quantitative? Or might we instead adopt a deflationary viewpoint, that Tartaglia-along with the majority of Italian mathematicians of the period-was in fact genuinely interested in measuring the flight of cannon balls? To explain the superiority that several European empires developed in weaponry, do we really require theses extolling the uniqueness of Western thought? Or might we instead (providing the same kind of historical analysis we offer for other conquests) explore a comparative history of weapons, a history in which the experiments of Tartaglia are but one part?
In Measure of Reality, Crosby proposes a "big-picture" thesis: "The West in the sixteenth century was unique"-its "New Model offered a new way to examine reality ... providing humanity with unprecedented power." 27 Without anything more than anecdotal evidence for changes in the extent of quantification, Crosby's claim of a great shift from a qualitative Venerable Model to a quantitative New Model in the late thirteenth century is nothing more than yet another repackaging of discredited claims of a radical shift in Western thought. Without the technical analyses of the sciences of weapons and navigation, historical explanations for developments in these fields are impossible, and Crosby can only turn to claims of the efficacy of a special, newly discovered method of knowing reality. And without any examination of non-Western civilizations, comparisons are meaningless; the dramatic differences between the West and other civilizations that appear in Crosby's book are simply the result of his failure to present information easily available from secondary sources about the non-Western civilizations. In sum: instead of deriving historical conclusions from empirical evidence, Crosby begins with an often-repeated mythology about the West, its radical shift from ancient to modern, its uniqueness among civilizations, and its ultimate triumph. To this, he adds a new set of explanations-the "Old Model" and "New Model"-for which he offers neither rigorous definitions, supporting evidence from primary historical documents, nor justification from secondary research in the history and philosophy of science.
The shortcomings of Crosby's Measure of Reality are representative of the problems of an entire genre of historiography written in the twentieth century. In this literature, the imagined communities of "the West," "China," and "Islam" were taken to be the central protagonists in praise-and-blame histories of civilizations; simplistic teleologies of science provided universal benchmarks to measure the progress of civilizations toward modernity; the purported radical break between the ancient and modern in the West was transposed onto a fictive Great Divide between the primitive non-West and the modern West; the ignorance of the science of other non-Western civilizations was mistaken for ignorance of other civilizations of science. And in this literature, with the Great Explanandum-the known uniqueness of the West-as the given starting point, practically any study of language, thought, society, institutions, or politics could be called into service as the explanation of what makes the West unique. One task for critical history, then, must be to analyze the rhetorics, ideologies, and academic disciplines that authorized this particular genre of world history. 28 Notes
